


Balloon structureCharacteristics ClinicalApplication

TechnologyParameter

Tapered tip design makes the 
insertion of the balloon more 
smoothly, dealing with complex 
lesions unhurriedly

High-biocompatibility material nylon 
12, precise high pressure expansion, 
improving the success rate of surgery

Innovative and patented 
hydrophilic coating design 
makes the insertion of the 
balloon more smoothly

Material: Nylon 12

Effective length of catheter: 400-1350 mm

Applicable catheter: 6F and above

Applicable guide wire: 0.035”
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The majority of arteriovenous fistula stenosis is intimal proliferative stenosis, and the lesions are mostly in the 
fistula, the venous segment near the fistula, and near the dialysis puncture point. The elastic retraction rate 
after traditional PTA is relatively high.

1. Directional high-pressure dilation of lesions can effectively relieve vascular stenosis and reduce 
postoperative elastic retraction of blood vessels
2. Reduce excessive damage to the vascular endothelium that may be caused by traditional PTA surgery, and 
avoid excessive intimal hyperplasia
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(1) Percutaneous intravascular peripheral arteriovenous angioplasty

Unique 6-flap folding process (balloon 
diameter more than 5 mm) to minimize the 
outer diameter of the balloon and optimize 
the balloon retracting and tightening

Precise high pressure dilation can reduce elastic retraction of blood vessels and avoid the balloon going out of 
shape like a "bone" 

(2) The balloon dilation used in the dialysis for stenosis in natural or 
artificial arteriovenous fistula

Advantages of NC SUPERCROSS balloon:

The balloon is fully dilated

The pressure on the blood vessel walls is even

Reduce the risk of irregular dissections

Traditional semi-compliant 
peripheral balloon

The lesion was not sufficiently dilated

The vascular wall was damaged greatly

Edge dissections

Folding and assembling 
technology

Advanced pushing rod OTW with 
dual-cavity design, ensuring the 
transmission of push force

Pushing rod

Capsule material

Hydrophilic coating
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